Fox Chapel Area Online

Fox Chapel Area School District is providing 100 percent online access to quality courses aligned with Fox Chapel Area standards and delivered by highly qualified Fox Chapel Area teachers. Fox Chapel Area Online offers a high quality Fox Chapel Area education while participating in courses off campus. Each student has a unique style of learning and at Fox Chapel Area we strive to meet individual needs through differentiated instruction and flexible scheduling. Core and elective courses are offered, plus access to a variety of Fox Chapel Area’s blended courses is available upon approval from the school counselors and instructors.

Our Mission
The Fox Chapel Area School District exists to maximize student learning, achievement, and development.

Our Vision
The Fox Chapel Area School District will be recognized as one of the top-performing public school districts in the nation. Toward that end we will:

• Challenge each student to reach his/her maximum level of achievement.
• Provide scholarly experiences that deepen understanding, creativity, critical thinking, problem solving, innovation, and collaboration.
• Provide an environment that promotes inclusiveness and embraces diversity.
• Foster a culture that encourages student involvement in the community and raises awareness of civic responsibilities.
• Build relationships with postsecondary institutions, businesses, and industry to create and sustain programs that prepare students to excel beyond high school.

Our Values
Respect—Responsibility—Integrity

For more information:
412/967-4417
fcaonline@fcasd.edu
http://fcaonline.fcasd.edu
Anytime, Anyplace Learning

Our goal is to provide anytime, anyplace learning through a variety of online instructional options and flexible scheduling for the district's current and externally enrolled students.

Why Choose Fox Chapel Area Online?

- Students earn a Fox Chapel Area diploma upon graduation.
- Students attend online school, plus they have convenient access to Fox Chapel activities, clubs, and events.
- Students benefit by receiving their education from a nationally ranked school.
- All online courses are carefully aligned with Fox Chapel Area course standards and curriculum and are taught by Fox Chapel Area highly qualified teachers.
- A Fox Chapel Area school counselor is assigned to each student to assure that they reach their maximum educational potential.
- Weekly reports regarding student achievement and attendance are provided via email.
- There is no cost to Fox Chapel Area resident students for courses taken during the school year.
- On-site support at Fox Chapel Area High School is provided as needed during the school day.

Technology and Support

If computer equipment is needed, it will be coordinated through Waterfront Learning at no additional cost. One-on-one educational and technology support will be provided on the high school campus until the student is comfortable and successful with the online environment.

In-school educational support is available, as needed, throughout the school year.

Ms. Randi Leonard, Online Learning Manager
412/967-4417
fcaonline@fcasd.edu